Picture How to Carry Your Crosscut saw
(The easy way)

Safe for you - good for the saw - ready to use

1) Make a rigid sheath (see my flyer for ‘Best Crosscut Saw Sheath’)
2) If you still use a fire hose sheath, make a stiffener of PVC pipe
   (see my flyer ‘How to carry a Crosscut Saw’ and photo: below)
   If saw is over 6’ long, you’ll want a PVC pipe and a rigid sheath
3) Make a shoulder strap. Fire hose makes a nice shoulder pad on webbing. Crimp ‘S’ hooks on the ends. Hook into gullets, handle hole, or around saw handle.
4) Or make a short ‘hang strap’ to support saw from your packstrap as in photo below (out of view, behind me)

✓ Your saw is easy to pick up and carry
✓ You won’t damage your saw
✓ Safe for you, too
✓ Fast and easy to pack and unpack

I have spent many hours straightening saws that were carried bent - and cried a few tears over broken saws. Keep ‘em straight!